In the paper a fast computational routines for identification algorithms for recovering nonlinearities in Hammerstein systems based on orthogonal series expansions of functions are proposed. It is ascertained that both, convergence conditions and convergence rates of the computational algorithms are the same as their much less computationaly attractive 'theoretic' counterparts. The generic computational algorithm is derived and illustrated by three examples based on standard orthogonal series on interval, viz. Fourier, Legendre, and Haar systems. The exemplary algorithms are presented in a detailed, ready-to-implement, form and examined by means of computer simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Recursive routines for nonparametric identification are of interest for practitioners mainly because the recursive formulas, involving only the last estimate value and/or the current measurements, are much simpler and much less computationally demanding than their closed-form counterparts, and hence, they seem to be more suitable for applications with limited computational capabilities (e.g. in power constrained mobile and/or remote devices).
The advantages of the recursive orthogonal series identification algorithms presented here may thus be of importance for a wide range of prospective users, since Hammerstein systems (i.e. the cascades of nonlinear static element followed by the linear dynamics; Fig. 1 ) are a popular modelling tool in many fields, see (Giannakis and Serpedin, 2001 ); e.g. in biocybernetics: (Westwick and Kearney, 2001; Dempsey and Westwick, 2004; Kukreja et al., 2005) , chemistry: (Eskinat et al., 1991) , control: (Lin, 1994; ZiQiang, 1993; Zhu and Seborg, 1994) , and in economy: (Capobianco, 2002) .
In the paper the new fast routine for a generic orthogonal series algorithm modelling a nonlinear characteristic in Hammerstein systems is proposed and three examples, employing representative orthogonal bases on intervals, are presented. Namely, the following algorithms are provided in a unified and ready-toimplement form:
• the Fourier trigonometric, • the Legendre polynomial, and • the Haar wavelet algorithm. Nonparametric estimates 1 are well known for their flexibility. They allow to model virtually any nonlinearity -be it continuous or not -exploiting the measurement set only, see e.g. (Härdle, 1990; Györfi et al., 2002) . Application of orthogonal series, in particular, enables evaluation of the estimates values in arbitrary points and at any stage of the identification process (in contrast to kernel-based recursive algorithms when the estimation points need to be set beforehand; see e.g. (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1989) ).
REFERENCE ALGORITHM
The Hammerstein system under consideration is described by the discrete-time input-output equation
where m (x) is the system nonlinearity, {λ i } is the impulse response of the dynamic subsystem, and z k is the external, additive noise. The standard nonparametric assumptions are imposed on the system characteristics, input signals and external noise; cf. (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1994; Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008; Sliwiński et al., 2009 ):
1. An input signal, {x k }, and an external noise, {z k }, are second-order random stationary processes. They are mutually independent and the latter is a zero-mean process. The input {x k } is white and has density, f (x), strictly positive in the identification interval, say a standard unit interval, [0, 1]. 2. A nonlinear characteristic of the static system, m (x), has ν derivatives. 3. A linear dynamic subsystem is asymptotically stable. Its impulse response, {λ i }, i = 0, 1, . . ., is unknown. 4. A set, {(x l , y l )}, l = 1, 2, . . . , k, . . . of the system input and output measurements is available. 
can at most be recovered from the input-output measurements. Indeed, the following holds, cf. (1) and (Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) :
= λ 0 m (x) + b and to recover the genuine m (x) in general case, one needs an additional a priori information about the nonlinearity, e.g. its value in some points.
The reference algorithm construction starts with the observation that any square integrable function in the unit interval [0, 1] may be represented by the orthogonal series (expansion):
where {φ m } , m = 0, 1, . . . is a proper orthonormal basis on the interval [0, 1] , and where
are the expansion (generalized Fourier) coefficients associated with φ m 's. Let µ m (x) be an m-term ap-
Due to the completeness of the basis {φ m } we have
for virtually any µ (x); cf. (2). Moreover, due to orthogonality of {φ m }, the approximation accuracy grows with the increasing number of approximation terms, m, as the approximation error is ∑ ∞ m=m+1 α 2 m . Assume now that for any k, the earlier and present measurements {(x l , y l )}, l = 1, . . . , k, are sorted (ordered) increasingly with respect to the input values x l . Then, the orthogonal series reference algorithm may have the following natural form (cf. (4))
where (cf. (3) and see (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1994; Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) )
are estimates of the true expansion coefficients α m (with x 0 = 0). The following theorem describes the limit properties of the reference algorithm: Theorem 1. If the number m of terms in (5), i.e. the number of the estimated coefficientsᾱ m in the algorithms, increases with the measurements number k so that
Moreover, for Fourier and Legendre series the algorithm attains, for m = k 1/(2ν+1) , the best possible asymptotic convergence rate, i.e. for any ε > 0, it holds for them that
while the convergence of the Haar series algorithm achieves, for m = k 1/3 , the asymptotic rate
for any ν = 1, 2, . . ..
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR NONPARAMETRIC MODELLING OF NONLINEARITIES IN HAMMERSTEIN SYSTEMS
Proof. The proofs of the theorem for the algorithms with Fourier trigonometric and Legendre polynomial bases can be found in (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1994) and in (Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) . The proof for Haar wavelet algorithm is in (Greblicki andŚliwiński, 2002) .
Remark 2. Using sorted measurements results in a non-quotient form of the identification algorithms. Such a form (achieved at a moderate cost of keeping the measurement data sorted) can be seen as superior to the alternate quotient-form estimates from the stability and numerical error standpoint, especially, when the number of measurement data is small or moderate (see (Śliwiński, 2009a;Śliwiński, 2009b) for on-line and e.g. (Greblicki, 1989; Pawlak and Hasiewicz, 1998; Hasiewicz, 1999; Hasiewicz, 2001; Hasiewicz et al., 2005) for off-line quotient orthogonal series algorithms). The orthogonal series algorithm (5)- (6) were presented in (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1994) .
COMPUTATIONAL (FAST) ALGORITHM
In a view of Theorem 1, the algorithm (5)- (6) possesses desirable theoretical properties. It however seems not to be computationally attractive for the following two reasons:
• calculating coefficient estimates needs integration, and • updating the estimates, in case when the new measurement data appear, requires repeating the whole computation routine (6) 'right from scratch'.
Our goal is therefore to make the algorithm computationally efficient without sacrificing its prominent properties. Namely, the abovementioned numeric shortcomings maybe circumvented by:
• avoiding explicit integration in favor of subtraction, and • providing a computation formula for recursive updating of coefficients estimates.
The goal is accomplished in the following fast generic routine. The first step is elementary -we simply apply here The First Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to get the integration-free counterpart of the estimate in (6)
where Φ m (x) are the indefinite integrals for the basis functions φ m (x). The second step is described in the following proposition (being a generalization of the result presented in (Śliwiński et al., 2009 ) for wavelets).
m denote the estimate of the expansion coefficient α m obtained for k measurements. Given the ordered sequence, {(x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x l , y l ), (x l+1 , y l+1 ), . . . , (x k , y k )}, assume that for the new, (k +1)th measurement pair, (x k+1 , y k+1 ), it holds that x l < x k+1 < x l+1 . Then, (i) the new pair is inserted between (x l , y l ) and (x l+1 , y l+1 ) to maintain the ascending order of the updated measurement set, and (ii) the following recurrence formula should be applied to update the coefficient estimates
with the initial valuesᾱ Proof. The proof is immediate. To derive the recurrence formula (8), it suffices to subtract the estimate in (7), computed for k, from the one obtained for k + 1 measurements.
Below we present three examples showing how to implement Fourier, Legendre, and Haar orthogonal systems in the general identification routine (5)-(8).
Fourier Trigonometric Series
Since sequence of trigonometric functions 1/2π, 1/π cos (mu) , 1/π sin (mu)
constitutes, for m = 1, 2, . . . , an orthogonal basis on the interval [−π, π]; cf. (Szego, 1974; Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) , thus for our identification interval, [0, 1], we need φ 0 (x) = 1 and
for m = 1, 2, . . .. From the above we immediately obtain Φ 0 (x) = x and 
Legendre Polynomial Series
The Legendre polynomials can be defined recursively as p m+1 (x) = 2m+1 m+1 xp m (x) + m m+1 p m−1 (x) for m = 1, 2, . . . with p 0 (x) = 1, p 1 (x) = x; cf. (Szego, 1974; Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) . They form an orthonormal basis on the interval [−1, 1] with the weighting function (2m + 1) /2. In our algorithm, for the unit interval we thus need a slightly reformulated φ m (x) = √ 2m + 1p m (2x − 1) . The following recurrence formula for primitives of Legendre polynomials holds (see the derivation in Proposition 3 in Appendix A).
Haar Wavelet Series
To construct Haar wavelet basis one needs two functions, the father and mother Haar wavelets:
ϕ (x) = I 0≤x<1 (x) and ψ (x) = ϕ (2x) − ϕ (2x − 1) and translations and dilations of the latter, i.e.
where the indices k, l run through the ranges 1, . . . , and 0, . . . , 2 k − 1, respectively; cf. e.g. (Wojtaszczyk, 1997) . In our case the identification interval, [0, 1], is the native one for Haar system and we can directly take φ 0 (x) = ϕ (x) and φ m (x) = ψ kl (x) for m = 1, 2, . . ., where k = log 2 m and l = m mod 2 k (9) and where x mod y = x − y · x/y denotes standard modulus function.
Since, in fact, the father wavelet, ϕ (x), is merely a box function, then the primitives of basis functions, φ m (x), are simply Φ 0 (x) = xI 0≤x<1 (x) + I x≥1 (x) and
for m = 1, 2, . . . with k, l dependent on m and defined as in (9).
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANAYSIS
In what follows we compare the computational complexities of both the reference and the proposed fast computational versions.
Reference Algorithm
In the reference algorithm implementation one can naturally distinguish two phases with the main routine (5)- (6) preceded by sorting of the measurement sequence. The latter, employing a fast sorting algorithm (e.g. quick sort, heap sort; cf. (Knuth, 1998) ),
A naive implementation of the main routine (5)- (6) 
Algorithm Cost
Fourier O k 2 2q+1 (q+1) Legendre O k 2 2q+1 (q+2) Haar O k 4 3
Fast Algorithm
Using the above naive implementation results in cost of at least O k 2(q+1)/2q+1 operations for every single new measurement to be added. Our algorithm (5), (8) substantially reduces this complexity. First, searching for the pairs (x l , y l ) and (x l+1 , y l+1 ) in the measurement sequence (employing e.g. a standard binary search algorithm) requires O (log k) operations;
cf. (Knuth, 1998) . Computing the updated value ofμ m (x) requires another O (m (k)) operations. The overall cost of the Fourier and Legendre algorithms (in the latter the recurrence formulas (10), (11) are
In case of the Haar algorithm, this cost can further be reduced to the order O (log k) after observation that, due to compactness of Haar functions supports, only O (log k) terms of are involved in computations of (5), (8). Indeed, using wavelet 'natural' scaletranslation notation (cf. (9)), one can easily ascertain that, for each scaling index n = 0, . . . , log 2 m (k) , at most one function ψ nl (x) is non-zero -the one with translation index l = 2 n x . The computation phase of the Haar algorithm requires thus only O (log k) op- Algorithm Cost
Haar O (log k)
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The first two examples, the Fourier and Legendre algorithms, possess the same asymptotic behavior while the last, the Haar one, is slightly slower for smooth nonlinearities (i.e. for ν = 2, 3, . . .). However, as we will see in the following numerical experiments, this fact does not necessarily hold true for sample sizes being small or moderate.
To this end, the following piecewise-[smooth|linear|constant] characteristics, referred further to as the root, ramp, and step functions, respectively, were considered in the interval [0, 1]:
where u = 2x − 1 and I (x) is the abbreviated notation of the box function I 0≤x<1 (x). The number m of estimate components, i.e. of coefficients in the algorithms, was governed by the practical rule, according to which m = 3 √ k ; cf. (Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008; Hasiewicz et al., 2005) . The input {x l } was uniformly distributed over [0, 1] , and the (infinite) impulse response of the dynamic part was λ i = 2 −i , i = 0, 1, . . . (thus we had exactly µ (x) = m (x) for all three nonlinearities, cf. Remark 1); the external zero-mean uniform noise was set to make max |z l | / max |m (x)| = 10%. Numerically computed MISE error served as The experiments unveil that algorithms offer similar accuracy for the root function. Slightly better performance of Legendre algorithm in case of ramp function and the Haar algorithm in case of step function can both be attributed to similarity of their basis functions to the respective nonlinearities. Nevertheless, the Haar wavelet algorithm -achieving the similar results and being much faster -can be pointed out as the most effective across the whole experiment.
FINAL REMARKS
The new class of fast routines for nonparametric identification algorithms recovering the nonlinearity in Hammerstein systems has been proposed. Preserving all the asymptotic properties of their off-line origins, the new algorithms offer much more computationally efficient formulas. Comparing the algorithm properties one can draw the following conclusions:
• Fourier algorithm is fast but prone to boundary effect, • Legendre algorithms is the slowest but free boundary problems, finally • Haar algorithm is fast but do not perform well in case of smooth nonlinearities (like the Fourier and Legendre do).
Remark 3. Owing to the beneficial features pointed out above it is not a serious disadvantage that all measurement data need to be kept in our algorithm. This -admittedly idiosyncratic feature -is a consequence of both the form of the initial off-line version of the algorithm (6) and the random nature of the input data; cf. (Śliwiński et al., 2009) . Moreover, the measurement set needs to be maintained only during the synthesis of the estimate. In the implementation step, all k measurements can be rid off and only m coefficients (with m being a significantly smaller number than k) have to be stored. Observe also that in all nonparametric algorithms, be them kernel or k − NN algorithms, see e.g. (Györfi et al., 2002; Greblicki and Pawlak, 2008) , the measurements need to be kept as well in order to allow computing the estimate value in arbitrary point.
That the measurements need to be kept in nonparametric modelling is rather typical as the measurements are essentially the only source of the information about the system/phenomenon. This problem is addressed in (Śliwiński, 2009a;Śliwiński, 2009b) where the quotient form wavelet algorithm is proposed. It is shown there that -on the one hand sidegetting rid of the measurements allows the algorithms to be asymptotically equivalent to those possessing all the data, but -on the other -reveals that for small and moderate measurements number such algorithm perform worse.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the simplicity of the proposed computational algorithm should be seen as an advantage for the practitioners as it allows a straightforward implementation (cf. the Appendix).
